This is an important contribution to the behavioural sciences from philo sophy, recently one of the more neglec ted of the basic roots of psychiatry. It is a book that is beginning to appear regularly in the bibliographies of im portant papers, but it is not too late to review it, although it would be scan dalous to leave it much longer. It is of compounded interest as well because the author is Associate Professor of Philo sophy at the University of Montreal.
The author repeatedly stresses the limited intentions of his work; to en quire if mechanistic explanations of human or animal behaviour are possible. This may be a limited question but it is of the highest importance as we have partly wasted the span of several scien tific generations looking for such explan ations, because for some reason or other (an equally important question) the ex planations in concepts which take account of purposes and goals, are pejoratively called 'teleologicaF and considered un scientific.
The book admirably and logically elucidates this question, and while its author protests its limited intent, no one can deny its great and wider importance.
It demolishes current mechanistic ex planations, including -surprisinglysome ethological ones, but of course may not deal so summarily with future at tempts. Still, it provides a model prophy lactic to similar illogical and inadequate theories in the future.
Psychology will never be the same again and psychological theorists and researchers will be forced to take serious account of it. Like many good things in the field of ideas, it will give you the feeling "why didn't I see it before?" and it is worthy of a place on the psychiat rist's shelf near Ryle's Concept of Mind.
Dept. of National Health and Welfare, London, England. One of the most interesting and thought-provoking social experiments which has emerged in our century was the founding of a collectivized system of society in Palestine known as the Kib butz, and developed and extended to the present day in the State of Israel. A sur vey of the professional literature will readily reveal a scant number of wellresearched efforts to assess infant and child growth and developmental within such a system in itself or in comparison with other social systems. For those inter ested in the Kibbutz system as applicable to personality development in children, this book will come as a most welcomed addition to the literature. The author sets out to provide a comparison between the personality of children brought up in the Kibbutz and of family-reared children.
Growing up in the Kibbutz
Dr. Rabin begins his work with an introductory chapter on the Kibbutz society in Israel from its inception at the turn of the century to present day devel opments. This is followed by a descrip tion of the system of child-rearing and education unique to the Kibbutz settle ment. In the following chapters, the author states several hypotheses based directly from psychodynamic theory and, using Kibbutz infants, ten-year olds, seventeen-year olds, and military person nel as representative samples at various stages of personality development, he attempts to verify his hypotheses and compare these findings to those of family-reared groups at similar age levels. Some of the author's findings are illum inating and thought provoking. For example, because of multiple mothering and diffuse early object relations, Kib butz infants tend to withdraw from interpersonal relations and consequently reveal reduced identification which ap pears to interfere with learning and de velopment. This is reflected in lower achievement particularly in the personal social sphere. However, the study on the 10-year-old group and subsequent groups shows a reversal in this trend in personal social relationships and that ego strength, emotional and over-all maturity favours the Kibbutz children. Further findings include evidence of low CEdipal intensity, little ambivalence toward parents and less intense sibling rivalry among Kib butz children as compared to their coun terparts in family-reared groups. The author also devotes a chapter to discus sing his research strategy and methodol ogy. Reference is also made to past and more recent papers of the detrimental affects of maternal deprivation in order to study these factors where they are applicable to the Kibbutz environment.
In summary, Dr. Rabin's book is a comprehensive, well-planned and thor oughly researched effort, which is both timely and scholarly as a source of read ing enjoyment for both professional and lay personnel alike. The aim of the Institute was a free exchange of ideas on the question of child-rearing in kibbutzim without the responsibility for final formulations. The Institute was conducted as an open-end discussion on various topics with a field trip to a kibbutz included.
The Kibbutz movement has raised many exciting and important issues over its short history which are of interest to anyone working in the field of human behaviour or social engineering. This book develops simultaneously along two lines. Firstly, there is a description of the Kibbutz movement, its ideological foundations and living patterns. Second ly, the book follows verbatim the dis cussions at the Institute. Those readers who are not familiar with the Kibbutz movement may find the style of the book choppy because of the alternation be tween descriptive and analytic discus sions.
However, once the reader becomes acquainted with Kibbutz child-rearing practices, the intertwining of descrip tion and analysis allows for an easier synthesis of the practical and theoretical aspects of the problems discussed. A valuable feature of the book is the per iodic summaries where individual group members crystallize some of the issues under discussion.
Dr. E. J. Anthony's summary provides an excellent synthesis of the discussion on the dynamics of child development in the Kibbutz. He goes further in provid ing suggestions for improving subse quent institutes of a similar type.
The problems of arriving at a consen sus of opinions at such an Institute were more than could be accounted for by the size of the group (51 members) or the limitations of time. A basic ideol ogical difference emerged with the 'kibbutzniks' maintaining an anti-familistic
